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(d ) Inter-class similarities: It refers to overlap of feature
space corresponding to multiple users. Large inter class
similarities increases false acceptance rate (FAR) in
biometric system
(e) Failure-to-enroll: attempts to create a template from an
input is unsuccessful. This is most commonly caused by
low quality inputs.
(f) Spoof attacks: unimodal biometric is vulnerable to
spoofing where data can be imitated. These type of attack
occurs when behavioral traits such as signature or voice is
used. For example face mask.
(g) Restricted degree of freedom: in Unimodal biometric
system, we are using features from any single biometric
traits like face, iris, palm, etc. which will restrict the
performance of recognition
(h) Unacceptable error rate: FAR and FRR have the same
value known as Equal Error Rate (EER). Lower the EER,
system will be considered as more accurate. Otherwise error
rate will be unacceptable
Some limitation of unimodal biometric systems can be
alleviated by using multimodal biometric system.
Multimodal biometric system utilizes information from
multiple modalities or multiple processing techniques or
both. Therefore, Multimodal biometric systems are those
which integrates more than one physiological or/and
behavioral characteristics for enrollment, verification, or
identification to improve performance and reliability. Some
common multimodal biometrics are :face and iris, iris and
fingerprints, face and fingerprints, face and voice, face,
fingerprints and iris, face, fingerprint and signature, etc.
The paper is divided into the following sections. In Section
I, general biometric system will be discussed. Section II will
be an introductory section on multimodal biometric systems.
This section gives an overview of a selection of well known
multimodal biometric systems and setups that are in used by
researchers worldwide. Subsequently Section III, will be
addressed on overview of methods of multimodal fusion.
The paper is concluded in Section IV with a conclusion and
discussion on the future directions of this project.

Abstract - User authentication is essential to provide security
that restricts access to system and data resources. Biometric
system refers to an recognition of legitimate user based on a
feature vector(s) derived from their distinguishing behavioral
and/or physiological traits like face, finger, speech iris, gait, etc.,
Research on biometrics has distinctly increased for solving
identification and authentication issues in forensics, physical and
computer security , custom and immigration, However, unimodal
(c) and
biometric system is not able to satisfy acceptability, speed,
reliability constraints of authentication in real applications due to
noise in sensed data, spoof attacks, data quality, lack of
distinctiveness, restricted degree of freedom, non-universality and
other factors. Therefore multimodal biometric systems are used
to increase security as well as better performance. This paper
presents overview of different multimodal biometric
(multibiometric) systems and their fusion techniques with
respective their performance.
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INTRODUCTION

Security is major concern for today’s scenario. A high
level industry uses biometric authentication systems based
on evidence of single source of information called as
Unimodal systems[1] which make use of physiological
characteristics such as
fingerprint, face, iris, ear,
teeth,retina, palm print , veins or behavioral characteristics
such as signature , voice, gait etc[2]. Each biometric has its
own strength and weakness in terms of accuracy, user
acceptance and applicability and accordingly each
biometrics is used in authentication application. The
advantage of biometric is that it doesn’t change and
misplaced. But no single biometric system is expected to
effectively meet all requirements when deploying in real
world application. The Unimodal biometric system have to
contend with variety of problems like [3] .
(a) Noisy sensor data: for example fingerprint with a scar
or voice sample altered by cold. Due to defective or
improperly maintained sensor or ambient condition ,
noisy data leads to inaccurate matching or false
rejection
(b) Non universality: Biometric system may not be able to
acquire meaningful biometric data from subset of user,
may be due to illness or disabilities.
(c ) Intra-class variation :This variation caused by user
who incorrectly interacting with sensor or when
sensor
characteristics are changed during
authentication. For
example incorrect facial pose.
Large intra class
variation increases false rejection rate (FRR) in biometric
system.

II. BIOMETRIC SYSTEM
Biometric systems have now been deployed in various
forensic, commercial and civilian applications for person
authentication. Traditional methods to secure such
applications include magnetic and smart cards, tokens as
well as passwords and PINs. However, when it comes to
identity assurance, biometric technologies have an
unsurpassed advantage: they are intrinsically linked to the
person. Biometric system is an pattern recognition system
that operates by acquiring biometric data from an individual.
Generic biometric system has four phases[4]:
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(a)enrollment phase which captures the trait in the form
of raw biometric data.(b) Feature extraction phase, processes
data to remove artifacts from the sensor and use some kind
of normalization, to build extracted feature set that is
compact representation of trait. A template is a synthesis of
the relevant characteristics extracted from the trait (c) in
matching phase ,the matching and comparing process
creates ‘score’ based on how closely the sample matches
with created templates which are stored in database.(d)
decision making phase in which user is either accepted or
rejected based on matching score in matching module.
There are two modes of biometric recognition: verification
and identification. Verification involves comparing acquired
biometric information
with only those templates
corresponding to claimed identity and identification
involves comparing acquired information against templates
corresponding to all users in the database. Finally
authentication occurs based on pattern matching

Similarities, Non universality, Spoofing etc. can be
overcome by including multiple source of information for
establishing identity of person [5]. This allows capturing
multiple samples of a single biometric trait (called multisample biometrics) and/or samples of multiple biometric
traits (called multi source or multimodal biometrics).
Multimodal biometric system take input from single or
multiple sensors measuring two or more different modalities
of
biometric
characteristics
for
the
purpose of personal identification. Multi-modal biometric
systems are more reliable because many independent
biometric modalities are used which may result highly
accurate and secure biometric identification system, as
unimodal biometric system may not provide accurate
identification due to non-universality. The reduction in
failure to enroll (FTE) rate in multi-modal evaluation is very
significant and which is one of major advantages of this
system. Multimodal biometric system has the potential to be
widely adopted in a very broad range of civilian
applications: banking security such as ATM security, check
cashing and credit card transactions, information system
security like access to databases via login privileges. A
decision made by a multimodal biometric system is either a
“genuine individual" type of decision or an “imposter" type
of decision. False Rejection Rate [FRR], False Acceptance
Rate [FAR] and Equal Error Rate [ERR] is used to measure
the accuracy of system [6]. Ross and Jain (2003) have
proposed various levels of fusion, various possible
scenarios, the different modes of operation, integration
strategies and design issues for multimodal biometric
system. A multimodal system can operate in one of three
different modes: serial mode, parallel mode, or hierarchical
mode. Serial mode forces the user to use the modalities one
after another. Therefore, multiple sources of information
(e.g., multiple traits) do not have to be acquired
simultaneously and decision could be made before acquiring
all the traits which reduce the overall recognition time. In
the parallel mode of operation, the information from
multiple modalities is used simultaneously in order to
perform recognition. Multimodal biometric fusion combines
measurements from different biometric traits to enhance the
strengths. The block diagram for general multimodal
biometrics system is as shown in figure 2.

Figure 1: Block diagram of general biometric system
The performance of a biometric system can be measured by
reporting its false accept rate (FAR) and false reject rate
(FRR) at various thresholds.
a)

False acceptance rate ( FAR ) : It is defined as the
measure of the likelihood that the biometric
security system will incorrectly accept an access
attempt by an unauthorized user. A system's FAR
typically is stated as the ratio of the number of false
acceptances divided by the number of identification
attempts.
b) False rejection rate (FRR): It is defined as the
measure of the likelihood that the biometric
security system will incorrectly reject an access
attempt by an authorized user. A system's FRR
typically is stated as the ratio of the number of false
rejections divided by the number of identification
attempts.
The FAR and FRR are computed by generating all
possible genuine and impostor matching scores and
then setting a threshold for deciding whether to accept
or reject a match. A genuine matching score is obtained
when two feature vectors corresponding to
the same individual are compared, and an impostor
matching score is obtained when feature vectors from
two different individuals are compared.

Figure 2: Block diagram of general multimodal
biometric system.
Generally multimodal biometric system operates in two
phases i.e. Enrollment phase and Authentication phase
which are described as follows:

III. MULTIMODAL BIOMETRIC SYSTEM
Some of the limitations imposed by unimodal biometrics
system like Noisy data, Intra-class Variation, Interclass
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Enrollment phase: In enrollment phase, biometric traits of a
user are captured and are stored as a template for that user in
the system database which is further used for authentication
phase.
Authentication phase: In authentication phase, once again
traits of a user captured and system uses this to either
identify or verify a person by comparing captured data with
templates corresponding to all users in database. [7].

Disadvantage of decision level fusion is that learning
process is tedious and more time consuming as it uses
different method of classifier to obtain local decision for
every modality used .Also Decision level fusion uses very
abstract level of information which hold binary value so
they are less preferred.
Rank level fusion: It is preferred in biometric
identification system to improve performance. In rank level
fusion, each classifier associates a rank with every enrolled
identity. The output from each biometric matcher is subset
of possible matches ranked in decreasing order of
confidence values. Fusion can be done by consolidating
more than two biometric matching score associated with an
identity and determine new rank that would used in final
decision.
Match score level fusion: Similarity between input
biometric and template biometric is measure by ‘match
score’. Integration can be done at matching score level,
when output from each biometric matching module is set of
possible matches along with quality of each matching score
associated with confidence values. Match score level fusion
also known as measurement or confidence level fusion.
Matching score level is most common approach in
multimodal biometric because output of matching scores by
matchers contain the richest information about input pattern
which will gives more accurate decision. Also it is relatively
easy to access and combine the scores generated by different
matchers.
Integration of information in early stage (preclassification fusion) is more effective than integration of
information done in later stage (post-classification fusion) in
multimodal biometric. So it is expected that feature level
fusion gives better result of recognition but it difficult to
integrate features at this level due to large feature set as well
as incompatibility of features of different modality. Also
most of the commercial biometric system don’t provide
access to feature set, which they use in their product.
Integration of information at decision level fusion would
inevitably lose useful detailed information as it uses abstract
data. Match score level fusion is usually preferred because
it easy to access and combine the scores of different
modalities [1],[2],[11],[12].

IV. LEVELS OF MULTIMODAL FUSION
Multimodal biometric fusion combines features from
different biometric traits to enhance the strength and
diminish the weakness of individual measurement. The goal
of multimodal fusion is to extract meaning from a set of
input modalities. Multimodal fusion in biometric system is
classified into two broad categories [10]: pre-classification
and post classification. In pre-classification fusion
information is integrated before applying any classification
method or matching algorithm. Information is integrated
after decision of classifiers in post- classification method.
Pre-classification fusion takes place either in data level
(sensor level) or feature level (early fusion) as it uses raw
input data from different biometric trait [8],[9]. Postclassification fusion categories into dynamic classifier
selection, abstract level fusion, rank level fusion and
matching score level fusion [10].
Data level fusion is the process of integration of multiple
data and knowledge representing multiple signals from a
very similar modality source (e.g. same scene recorded by
two webcam from different viewpoint) without loss of
information into a consistent, accurate, and useful
representation. It is highly susceptible to noise and failures
due to the absence of preprocessing. It is not commonly
used because data required for fusion should be compatible
which is rare in biometric sensors.
Feature level fusion: In feature level fusion, tightly
coupled or time synchronized modalities are to be fused.
Features extracted from different modalities are first
combined and then analysis is to be performed. E.g. fusion
of speech and lip movement in
speaker recognition.
Feature level fusion is at risk to time synchronization
between multimodal features, low level information loss,
although it handles noise and perform better task
accomplishment.
A dynamic classifier selection scheme estimate accuracy
of each classifier in local region surrounding input pattern to
be classified and chooses classifier which is most likely to
give the correct decision for the specific input
pattern.[14,15]. Dynamic selection requires the large data
sets for estimating local classifier accuracy.
Decision level fusion: In Decision level fusion, features
are extracted from each biometric trait and these extracted
features are then classified like accept or reject after
matching module. The final output of multiple classifiers for
different modalities is then combined. Methods like majority
voting, AND rule and OR rule, weighted voting based on
Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence behavior knowledge
space is then used to arrive at final decision. Decision level
fusion has some advantage over feature level fusion like
scalability in terms of modalities used in fusion process, it
also allows suitable method for analyzing each single
modality such as support vector machine (SVM) for image
and Hidden Markova Model (HMM) for audio.

V. METHODS FOR MULTIMODAL FUSION
Multimodal fusion is classified into following three
categories: rule based methods, classification based
methods, and estimation based methods based on nature of
these methods and classification of problem space [10],[16].
a)Rule Based Fusion Methods : Basic rules of combing
multimodal information are used in ruled based fusion
methods. Linear weighted fusion (sum and product),
majority voting, MAX, MIN , AND and OR are some
statistical rule based methods. Custom defined rules can also
be constructed depending on some specific application
perspective. However these rules are domain specific and
defining rules requires proper knowledge of the domain. In
rule based method, Linear weighted fusion method is
commonly used because it is simple and computationally
less expensive and perform well if weight is different
modalities
are
appropriately
determined.
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This fusion method widely used in domain of multimodal
dialog system and sports video analysis.
b)Classification Based Fusion Method : classification based
fusion method includes range of classification techniques
to classify multimodal observation into one of the
predefined classes. The methods are support vector machine
(SVM), Bayesian interface, Dynamic Bayesian Network
(DBN), neural network (NN), Dempster Shafer theory and
maximum entropy model. The Bayesian interface fusion
works on probabilistic principals and use priori information
to provide easy integration of new observation. However
due to lack of appropriate priori information, it may provide
inaccurate fusion results and not suitable for handling
mutually exclusive hypothesis. DBN in its different forms
(e.g. HMM) have been commonly used to deal with time
series data. However it is difficult to determine right DBN
state. Hence NN method is generally used which is suitable
to work in high dimensional problem space and generate
high order nonlinear mapping. But due to complex nature of
network, it suffers from slow training. SVM and DBN are
widely preferred due to their improved classification
performance.
c) Estimation Based Fusion Method: problem of estimating
parameters is solved by estimation based fusion method. It
uses Kalman Filter, extended Kalman filter and practical
filter methods. These methods are primarily used to estimate
and predict the fused observation over the period. These
methods are suitable for object localization and tracking
task. Kalman filter is suitable for linear model, extended
Kalman filter suitable in non- linear model. However,
practical filters method is robust in non-linear and nonGaussian models.

VII. ISSUES IN MULTIMODAL BIOMETRICS






Optimal Modality selection
Correlation between different modalities.
Confidence level of different modalities based on
learning weights assigned to individual biometric
Fusion methodology
Cost vs Performance trade off
VIII. APPLICATIONS

Today biometrics has been used in wide Varity of
applications to provide security, convenience, privacy
enhancement in much more commercial , criminal and civil
application for e.g. personal information and business
transactions requires fraud prevent solutions that increase
security and cost effective and user friendly.
IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION
In this paper, we highlighted biometric system and limitations
of individual biometric. Multimodal biometrics authentication
process provide and maintain higher authentication security as
strong as possible to provide more accuracy. We also discussed
about various fusion levels and methods of multimodal system. For
authentication of person, there are many multimodal biometric
systems in existence but still selection of appropriate model, choice
of optimal fusion level and redundancy in extracted features are
some challenging issues in deigning multimodal biometric system
needed to be solved
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